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Much attention is naturally being paid to how the effort to 
mandate efficiency in euro payments will affect banks and 
corporates across the SEPA zone. 

As the agreement requires SEPA credit transfers (SCT) and SEPA direct debits 

(SDD) to replace current schemes by the deadline, organisations inside the 

zone must update systems and databases to accommodate the new formats 

by this date. For payments inside the euro-denominated countries of the SEPA 

zone, the deadline is in 2014, while payments in the non-euro countries of 

the zone must be compliant by 2016. That means organisations not ready by 

the deadlines are almost guaranteed to see delays in processing, increased 

operating costs and potentially serious cash flow consequences. 
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A Global Perspective  
to Regulation 
While the deadline most directly applies to the payment 
industry inside the SEPA zone, the change also affects 
outside organisations making payments in those countries 
with the euro as the standard currency and those where 
euro payments are already being made.

In other words, while the deadline may not 

seem important to countries across the 

Americas, Asia Pacific and elsewhere, SEPA 

will be increasingly all encompassing. 

After the conversion date, it will affect 

high-and low-value payments, supplier 

and consumer payments, payments routed 

through cross-border systems as well as 

payments settled in local systems for any 

corporate doing business anywhere in any 

of the SEPA countries. 

As a result, SEPA touches on all aspects of 

an organisation’s business wherever there 

is a payee in a SEPA country, regardless 

of the purpose of the payment. Seeing 

how the regional initiative has a global 

impact, the ability for organisations in 

the Americas and Asia Pacific to avoid 

becoming SEPA-ready is fast disappearing.

SEPA establishes three main 
standards for payment efficiency 
within the SEPA zone: 

 The use of an International Bank 

Account Number (IBAN), to replace 

legacy or Basic Bank Account Numbers 

(BBAN) already in use. An IBAN can 

indicate the account holder’s country, 

the bank it pertains to as well as the 

legacy account number.

 The use of SWIFT/BIC, a unique 

identification code for a particular 

bank. Together, the IBAN and 

attached BIC captures all of the 

necessary data in one value, in a 

standardised format and length, to 

promote correct payment routing.  

 The use of ISO 20022, the ISO 

standard for financial services 

messaging, for data exchange. 

The regulation requires the use of IBANs 

and BICs for euro countries in 2014 and 

2016 for all other non-euro SEPA countries.
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The Impact of  
SEPA Globally 
It’s easy to see why SEPA mandates will have repercussions around the globe. As a whole, the 

European Union represents the world’s second largest economy by GDP, at $15.63 trillion in 

2012.1 The United States is the EU’s largest trading partner, with $1.5 trillion flowing between 

the U.S. and the EU in 2012.2 In total, the Americas, including the U.S., Canada, Mexico, Brazil 

and others, represent 25% of all of the trade for the EU.3 The story is much the same for Asia 

Pacific. Right behind the U.S., China is the EU’s second biggest trading partner, with China and 

the EU trading more than €1 billion daily.4 In total, Asia Pacific countries represent 30 percent 

of all Extra EU trade in 2011.5

EU Trade Statistics by Region

1 CIA World Factbook, 2001, revised 2012. Retrieved from  
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder/2001rank.html 

2 Congressional Research Service. EU-U.S. Economic Ties: Framework, Scope, and Magnitude. William H. Cooper. April 3, 2102. http://
www.fas.org/sgp/crs/row/RL30608.pdf 

3 International trade and foreign direct investment 2013, http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/product_details/
publication?p_product_code=KS-FO-12-001

4 European Commission. Facts and Figures on EU-China Trade. September 2012.  
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2009/september/tradoc_144591.pdf 

5 International trade and foreign direct investment 2013, http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/product_details/
publication?p_product_code=KS-FO-12-001

 Asia 1,029,313.00

 North America 636,356.00

 Eastern Europe  457,881.00

 Western Europe 407,969.00 

 Middle East 341,401.00

 Africa  335,438.00

 South America  159,033.00

 Oceania 61,231.00 

30%

18%

13%

12%

10%

10%

5%
2%

Numbers are in millions (euro)
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Nevertheless, large corporates who 

have payment structures and banking 

relationships around the world, as well 

as financial institutions of all sizes that 

engage in euro transactions but are 

outside of the EU, have been slow on 

the uptake for SEPA compliance. A 2013 

survey of financial professionals around 

the world by gtnews found that only 

28 percent of respondents from North 

America were using SEPA area credit 

transfers as part of their overall payment 

processes, compared to 75 percent of 

respondents from Western Europe.

While 48 percent of North American 

respondents said they expected to use 

SEPA credit transfers in the next three 

years, fully 80 percent from Western 

Europe expected to do so. Of course, 

larger organisations may be somewhat 

better suited for the future, regardless 

of their geographic location. Thirty six 

percent of organisations with revenues 

under $1 billion reported they expected to 

use SEPA credit transfers in the next three 

years, while 54 percent of those above  

$1 billion said they would. 

While organisations outside of the SEPA 

zone may not have yet reached the 

necessary levels of commitment required 

to become compliant today, the pressure is 

starting to build. The banking community 

inside the SEPA zone is reaching out to its 

corporate and banking partners around 

the globe to help maximise readiness, and 

spread the gospel of SEPA requirements 

and efficiency. As well, banks inside 

the zone are starting to reject incorrect 

payment items or send them back for 

repair, as well as charging fees for payment 

instructions that are not SEPA compliant.

Turning the Tide  
of Compliance 
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The Costs for Non-compliance  
Can Exceed $650,000 Annually

= $650,000 a year
$12,500 a  
week x 52

$2,500 a day x 5 $12,500 a week

50 repaired items  
x $50 for each item $2,500 a day

Even with 90% of payments not being 
returned, the remaining 10% has a 
significant cost:

Of the 500 payments per day, 10% need  
to be repaired

Further adding to the fees are the internal costs 
spent on time resolving the repairs

The Costs of Non-Compliance   

With the SEPA end date still in the future and implementation still in progress, it can be difficult 

to identify costs associated for organisations in North America and Asia Pacific in failing to 

become effectively SEPA compliant. 

Based on Accuity’s experience helping global corporates of all sizes improve their payment 

operations, however, we can illustrate some of the potential costs associated maintaining legacy 

data or experiencing problems associated with SEPA non-compliance.

In the following example, a corporate setting up 500 payments a day with a 90% success rate still 

experiences a 10% rate of failure in initiating successful payments.

6 gtnews/Association for Financial Professionals. 2013 Payments Survey.  
 http://www.afponline.org/pdf/2013_gtnews_Payments_Survey.pdf 
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The Benefits of Necessity 
For many corporates outside the SEPA zone, the full range 
of benefits from compliance are starting to become clear.

While not most immediately and directly 

affected, for organisations in North America 

and Asia Pacific involved in cross-border 

payments, the SEPA end date remains 

an important milestone. However, for 

corporates making or collecting payments 

on a global scale, the need to maximise 

preparedness can be especially critical. 

Like many other areas that affect a 

company’s bottom line, corporate treasuries 

are coming under increasing pressure 

to cut costs in today’s ultra-competitive 

economic landscape. As a unified payment 

structure across Europe falls into place, 

many corporates are taking the opportunity 

to replace their country-specific treasury 

and finance functions with more globalised 

and centralised operations. Aside from 

shifting their payment processes into 

Eurozone countries which offers them the 

most competitive rates for domestic and 

cross border payments, organisations in 

North America and Asia are now able to 

concentrate their funds into fewer Euro 

bank accounts, thereby reducing the 

operational risk and improving liquidity 

management.

As part of that choice, corporates may 

initially address the need for IBAN 

readiness with their vendors requiring 

high-value payments first. Nevertheless, 

corporates will ultimately need to address 

all entities, including those requiring low-

value payments as well, such as consumers 

using direct debit payment, employees 

requiring expense reimbursement or 

smaller suppliers and service providers. 

Increasingly, government  agencies and 

service providers are also becoming SEPA 

compliant, putting further pressure on 

corporates to be ready. 

That means for any company doing 

business in a SEPA-compliant country—

now or in the future—payment instructions 

must be ready to be executed each and 

every time, including the correct IBANs and 

BICs. SEPA is not simply a mandate to be 

followed, it is an opportunity for companies 

across North America, Asia Pacific and 

elsewhere to reap a range of benefits. 

First, better payment processing can result 

in lower costs and higher margins. The 

standardisation of settlement windows 

will make operations more streamlined. 

Corporates with payment flows to multiple 

countries within Europe will no longer need 

to concern themselves with different rules 

and time frames for their transactions. 

And common standards can mean the 

construction of a single platform for 

payments, resulting in major savings. In 

fact, many corporates outside the SEPA 

zone are just beginning to discover the full 

range of benefits compliance may bring.
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Beyond SEPA:  
The use of IBAN and BIC  
The use of the standards from SEPA, specifically the use of IBAN and BIC has been adopted 

by a number of countries outside of SEPA. While not part of SEPA, payments being made to 

these countries need to follow the IBAN and BIC standard.

Middle East:
Bahrain 
Israel 
Jordan 
Kuwait
Lebanon

Qatar 
Saudi Arabia 
Turkey 
United Arab Emirates

Eastern Europe:
Albania 
Azerbaijan 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Georgia
Kazakhstan

 
Macedonia 
Moldova 
Montenegro 
Serbia

Africa:
Mauritania 
Mauritius 
Tunisia

The Americas:
Brazil 
British Virgin Islands
Costa Rica
Dominican Republic 
Guatemala

Western Europe:
Andorra 
Faroe Islands 
Gibraltar 
Greenland

Guernsey 
Isle of Man 
Jersey 

Asia Pacific:
French Polynesia 
French Southern Territories
New Caledonia
Pakistan
Wallis and Futuna
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Today’s Drive to Higher 
Efficiency Tomorrow
As the end date for compliance draws nearer, all eyes are on the member states in the 

SEPA zone, along with the financial institutions and corporates within their borders. But 

for organisations in the Americas and Asia Pacific, the question is not whether SEPA 

mandate will matter, but when. For organisations not fully prepared to process IBANs, 

problems and costs can abound. What is needed is the ability to turn legacy routing 

information into SEPA-compliant data and efficiently turn that data into viable payment 

messages to drive higher payment efficiencies. 

Nevertheless, whether organisations outside the SEPA zone face the future today, 

tomorrow or down the road, the reasons for SEPA compliance become more compelling 

with each passing day. 

Accuity offers a wide 

range of IBAN solutions 

designed to provide complete 

information for SEPA-compliant 

payment messages. As the 

leading provider of BICs for 

every IBAN, our solutions help 

efficiently process IBAN payment 

transactions and reduce the 

amount of time and money spent 

on errors and repairs.
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GeT SePA ReAdy TOdAy. 

Access our SEPA toolkit by visiting  

www.accuity.com/SEPA

www.accuity.com
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